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Among the most used IT security standards, the ISO/IEC
27001—which defines requirements and procedures for the
implementation, maintenance, and improvement of Information
Security Management Systems (ISMSs)—has offered IT
security certification since 2005, and a 2013 revision brought it
up-to-date with new technologies [27].

Abstract— The increasing relevance of information assurance
in cloud computing has forced governments and stakeholders to
turn their attention to Information Technology (IT) security
certifications and standards. The introduction of new frameworks
such as FedRAMP in the US and C5 in Germany is aimed to raise
the level of protection against threats and vulnerabilities unique to
cloud computing. However, our in-depth and systematic analyses
reveals that these new standards do not bring a radical change in
the realm of certifications. Results also shows that the newly
developed standards share much of their basis with older, more
consolidated standards such as the ISO/IEC 27001 and hence the
need for determining the added value.

In the US, the Federal Government has turned to cloud
services to improve IT efficiency while maintaining high
security standards and reducing extremely high expenditure
[28]. The creation of the Federal Risk Authorization
Management Program (FedRAMP) in 2011 represents an
important step toward information assurance in the cloud. The
program builds on inspection, assessment, and authorization
procedures to guarantee security and privacy of information held
by Federal Agencies in public cloud. The program differentiates
three security baselines (low, moderate, high) according to the
sensitivity of data processed in cloud systems, and relies on a
selection of controls from NIST SP 800-53.

In this study, we provide an overview of ISO/IEC 27001, C5,
and FedRAMP while examining their completeness and adequacy
in addressing current threats to cloud assurance. We question the
level of protection they offer by comparing these three
certifications alongside each other. We identify weaknesses in the
three frameworks and highlight necessary improvements to meet
the security requirements indispensable in relation to the current
threat landscape.

Last in the timeline, the Bundesamt für Sicherheit in der
Informationstechnik (BSI–German Information Security
Office), presented its Cloud Computing Compliance Control
Catalogue (C5) in February 2016. The C5 embeds cloud-specific
security and privacy controls. Although BSI presented C5 as a
mere guideline for Cloud Service Providers (CSPs) to build
upon other certifications, what C5 does is add another element
to the already crowded landscape of standards for IT providers.
Like other frameworks, C5 relies on security controls organized
in control domains. C5 prescribes a set of basic requirements
which are mandatory for Clouds to be considered compliant with
the standard. Additional requirements are specified to assure
higher security level, where applicable. The large diffusion of
existing IT security standards such as the ISO/IEC 27001
questions the necessity of creating new frameworks rather than
focusing on the improvement of existing ones. Fostering further
complications, rivalry between multiple standards often creates
expense for the CSPs, since those CSPs already certified against
one standard often need multiple certifications to satisfy
statutory, or legislative requirements.1
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I.

INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, information assurance in cloud computing
has captured much attention from governments and the
Information Technology (IT) industry. Increasing resources and
efforts have been devoted to fighting against cyber-threats in
cloud environments [32]. On the one hand, the research of
effective protection against new vulnerabilities has forced the
creation of innovative security techniques. On the other hand, to
effectively measure the security level guaranteed by Cloud
Service Providers (CSPs), thus enabling cloud tenants
evaluating the most suitable provider for their security needs,
has required standardization of attestation and certification
processes. We refer to “standard” as a structured approach to
address IT security built on measurable indicators represented
by controls, such as a checklist, or general yet unequivocal
requirements, such as clauses or principles.
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FedRAMP, for instance, is required to CSPs providing
services to the Federal Government
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the security measures. FedRAMP is built on 421 controls and
enhancements in 17 domains. ISO has 13 domains, and a total
of 114 security measures. C5 has 18 domains and 118 controls,
of which 54 are accompanied by optional additional
requirements.
B. Previous Work
An extensive body of academic and non-academic research
literature investigates IT security standards and guidelines. In
this section, we include comparisons among IT security
frameworks, detailed analyses of standards, and classifications
of threats to cloud security.

Figure 1: Structure of the three standards

Part of the literature has analyzed existing standards either
comparatively [19][35][20][1][14][15][24] or limiting the
observation to a specific framework [6]. In most of these studies,
the authors highlight gaps in the certification process, or provide
support to the choice of tenants or CSPs among a variety of
certifications. These studies, however, are often based on
outdated frameworks—such as ISO/IEC 27001:2005—or offer
limited suggestions for the improvement of existing standards.
The work of the Cloud Security Alliance (CSA) [13] is also
based on the observation of existing standards, but goes beyond
observation by creating a new framework. CSA has reviewed
existing standards since 2008, collecting the results on a matrix
(Cloud Control Matrix) that relates the existing frameworks
through a list of detailed cloud assurance controls. CSA bridges
the gap between common industry and government standards by
offering its own framework of consolidated standards. Similarly,
some studies promote improvements to the current status of
cloud security by remodeling the analytical framework around
security assessments. They either suggest the definition of
security metrics on a case-by-case basis rather than building on
existing frameworks [3][4][6] or limit their scope to suggesting
the inadequacy of existing standards deeming them unable to
keep pace with innovation and too expensive for small firms,
thus eroding competition [36].

This paper addresses questions of whether new certifications
such as FedRAMP or C5 add to existing requirements: how
effective are IT security measures and frameworks based on
certifications against these standards? Are the newer standards
better than the old ones at protecting information assurance in
cloud environments, and if so, how? Is it worth investing in new
cloud security standards rather than focusing on the
improvement of old ones?
This paper aims to respond to these questions and define the
effectiveness of C5 and FedRAMP compared to ISO/IEC 27001
in addressing information assurance in cloud computing. The
results of our observations clarify the impact of C5, FedRAMP,
and ISO/IEC 27001 (henceforth referred as “ISO”) on the vast
landscape of IT security standards.
We offer a comprehensive review and analyses of their
completeness and adequacy. We point out missing controls and
control domains in the three standards and suggest their impact
in cloud assurance by showing how potential threats can exploit
the missing security measures. We identify weaknesses in
human resources management and mobile security measures for
two frameworks, and more potential threats stemming from gaps
in access and credential management. Our conclusions can be
used to improve the effectiveness of further versions of these
frameworks.

In our analyses we also considered the body of literature that
focuses on threats and issues to cloud security. Security
standards and threats to cloud assurance have a strong
correlation, because confidentiality, integrity, and availability of
information managed in the cloud may suffer from a number of
causes of endogenous and exogenous origin. Knowledge on
these issues helps identify weaknesses and flaws in the adopted
system, thus improving existing protection measures. Part of this
body of literature focuses on specific threats, circumscribing the
observation to single threats or a classes of threat. These studies
consider attacks in IaaS, PaaS, and SaaS, including mobile
environments [24][25][28][38][17]. Another branch of literature
draws from results of existing studies, building comprehensive
reviews and classifications, either limiting their scope to threats
[18], or as part of a larger review of topics on cloud computing
[2]. Three studies by CSA fit into this area of work. CSA has
addressed cloud-specific menaces to information assurance,
publishing white papers and studies on the issue [8][9][10]. The
most recent publication is “The Treacherous Twelve: CSA’s
Cloud Computing Top Threats in 2016”. Building on the results
of a survey of 271 IT experts worldwide, CSA offers a nuanced
comparison of twelve security issues in cloud computing,
ranking them according to the severity of risks, and commenting

A. Structure of the Standards and Differences
The three standards oversee the secure implementation of IT
systems by prescribing security measures, defined as “controls,”
organized in control domains. Each of the standard lists a
variable number of controls, identified by a code. For example,
FedRAMP prescribes security measures on management of
cryptographic keys in a control titled “Cryptographic Key
Establishment and Management.” This control is the twelfth
control in the domain named “System and Communication
Protection.” The same control is further developed in control
enhancements, providing more details on the nature of the
security measure, and prescribing further actions to achieve
cloud assurance (Figure 1). The other two standards, C5 and
ISO, do not prescribe control enhancements, but follow a similar
structure in that security controls are organized in domains. C5
specifies additional controls as optional, thus not required to
achieve full compliance with the standard. ISO is organized in
domains, a sub-level that we defined as “sub-domain,” where the
letter of the standard does not specify accurately any security
measures, and last the control level, where the standard details
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Figure 2: Methodology

their impact on cloud assurance. An important feature of CSA’s
collection of issues is the connection with other work, such as
the Cloud Control Matrix (CCM). Issues and controls in the
matrix are matched to highlight the areas with higher impact and
possible security measures to implement accordingly. CSA has
conducted a wide exploration of issues in cloud computing.
Unlike the CSA effort, existing security standards are not
connected with potential threats, thus leaving gaps and flaws
unaddressed.

Figure 3: Missing Controls and T12 Selection

the basic requirements in C5. As mentioned in previous section,
although BSI’s catalogue includes additional requirements,
compliance with the standard is achieved by implementing the
basic list of controls. We include considerations for those
controls in C5 that satisfies only in part the requirements in our
analytical framework, or provide full coverage if supported with
the additional requirements. Only one possible baseline is
considered for ISO/IEC 27001.

C. Our Contribution
The literature we have reviewed has observed existing
standards as multiple frameworks either to be considered
alongside each other, or focusing on one at the time. Such
analysis, however, is quickly outdated by the release of newer
versions of the analyzed standards, or misses systematic
observation of controls and control domains. Previous work
sought threat and security issues, either from a higher
perspective (collectively examining cloud assurance issues) or
from a lower one (dissecting how a specific threat can exploit
security flaws to endanger cloud assurance). In contrast, we
review the impact of known threats in terms of their
consequences in the current security landscape and the level of
protection guaranteed by existing certifications and standards.

In the first step, we collect the controls in the three
frameworks—C5, FedRAMP, and ISO—and classify them
according to the requirement they prescribe to the CSPs. To
organize the controls, we adopt as the analytical framework the
most recent CSA’s CCM, version 3.3.1, published in January
2016. We match the requirements in the three standards to the
controls in the CCM and verify the fulfillment of CCM
provisions. Like the analyzed standards, this version of the
matrix is organized in controls and controls domain, and
includes a full matching with the controls in ISO/IEC 27001. In
November 2015, CSA released a candidate mapping of
FedRAMP rev. 4 at a medium baseline on the CCM [12]. We
add the result of the mapping to our framework. However, since
the document has not been officially released as an update to the
CCM, and since its scope is limited to the FedRAMP moderate
baseline, we use the content referring to FedRAMP rev. 4 as a
mere guideline, and reinforce the observation with further
considerations. In addition to FedRAMP rev. 4, we also match
the controls in C5 against the CCM, thus obtaining a complete
comparison of the three standards. We highlight the controls
missing from the matching with the CCM.

Previous research has shown differences in how FedRAMP
and ISO can have an impact on cloud assurance [15]. However,
that study was centered on clarifying effectiveness and
completeness of the standards, justifying their characteristics in
an historical perspective. Our work focuses on a systematic
review of FedRAMP rev. 4 and C5—which are recent standards
released by Government Agencies—and ISO/IEC 27001:2013,
a well-established benchmark for information assurance. We
look at how missing controls in current standards may result in
security flaws and leave potential threats undiscovered; we
contextualize our analysis to suggest a measurement of
resiliency and adequacy of current standards; we gauge the
impact of new standards in the context of cloud assurance and
evaluate their complementarity.
II.

In the second step of our analysis, we select the most relevant
controls based on their impact on the issues listed among CSA’s
Treacherous Twelve (T12). The twelve issues identified by CSA
are matched over the CCM. Out of 133 controls in the matrix,
82 are connected with one or more issues and 51 are not.
Matching the T12 with the three standards on the CCM, we
obtain a direct reference to the impact of the three standards on
the issues considered by CSA as prominent in cloud security.

METHODOLOGY

Our methodology is based on a three-step analysis. We
collect and match the controls in the three standards against a
third-party framework; we select the most relevant missing
controls according to their adequacy at addressing current
threats; and we analyze the missing controls in context,
evaluating their effect on the threat landscape (Figure 2).

In the third step, we draw conclusions from the quantitative
(number of controls missing from the comparison) and
qualitative (type of controls and controls domain missing)
results of the first two steps. To better understand the impact of
the missing controls in the face of the current threat landscape,
we present an attack model considering the distribution of
missing controls among the three standards.

We compare FedRAMP at a high baseline, which includes
the controls from the moderate and low baselines, and focus on
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Figure 4: Attack Model. C5, FedRAMP, and ISO/IEC 27001

III.

FINDINGS

Figure 5: Distribution of missing controls in C5, FedRAMP, and
ISO/IEC 27001

The result of matching the controls in ISO/IEC 27001:2013,
FedRAMP rev. 4 high baseline, and C5 on CSA CCM shows
important quantitative differences (Figure 3). Looking to the
total missing controls, BSI’s C5 is the standard showing the
highest number with 30 missing matches on the CCM, followed
by FedRAMP, with 28, and ISO with 3. However, the number
of controls missing in C5 drops to 18 if we exclude from the
count those controls providing incomplete fulfillment of CCM
controls or being fully adequate only when including additional
requirements.

and we connect each threat with the control that is meant to
protect against it (Figure 4). In building our attack model, we
consider the missing controls included among the T12. Although
MOS and IPY are two domains not impacted by the T12, we
choose to include them in the analysis. We believe that their
relevance should not be overlooked, and further considerations
on their impact are necessary. The results of our analysis are
presented in relation to the controls missing in each standard to
conclude with the controls missing in FedRAMP and C5 (figure
5).

The gap between the three standards reduces considerably if
we consider the relevance of the missing controls, measured in
our second step on the basis of their impact on at least one of the
T12. The introduction of this variable allows us to focus only on
the most significant controls missing from the count.

A. BSI C5
Six controls are omitted in C5. According to our attack
model, the most recurring risks created by the omissions in C5
are at a cloud-level, and are insider threats.

After the selection, the fulfillment of 7 controls in CCM is
missing in C5; 3 are partially covered by the standard or fulfilled
implementing the additional requirements. The number of
controls missing in FedRAMP drops drastically to 3, and ISO
reduces the number from 3 to 2.

The first control missing in C5 is named Human Resources
- User Responsibility (HRS-10) and requires awareness of
procedures and policies, supported by proper training to the CSP
employees. Lacking training and information on internal
procedures, employees could be the origin of unwanted security
breaches and vulnerabilities regardless of employee intention.
An example is the replacement of a password to access the
personal workstation, compromised after an event known only
by the employee, such as loss of a note where the password was
written. Although considered secure according to general
principles (e.g. the password is complex and has been regularly
changed every 3 months), an employee not properly trained
could still represent a threat for the CSP.

Interestingly, two entire control domains—accounting for a
total of 25 controls—do not impact any of the T12.
Interoperability and Portability (IPY), built on a total of 5
controls, counts 5 controls missing in FedRAMP; Mobile
Security (MOS) counts the highest number of missing controls
in C5 and FedRAMP (14 each). This consideration partially
explains the drastic drop after the selection in the second step of
our analysis. In addition, C5 does not cover 4 controls in the
domain of Human resources (3 of which are relevant for the
T12).
IV.

Two other controls relate to the maintenance of a security
baseline in identity management. Human Resources Background Screening (HRS-02) requires the background
screening to be proportional to the sensitivity of information
accessed in the system. The absence of this control can cause the
employee to bypass access restrictions, thus generating a
security flaw. Information with higher sensitivity requires the
CSP to apply additional caution, and background checks might
be useful to reveal personal conditions of the employee, such as
conflict of interest, which may suggest restrictions on some of
his or her access privileges. The security measures in C5
prescribe background screenings in the basic requirements, but
adds the principle of proportionality, thus becoming fully
compliant with HRS-02, only in the additional requirements.

DISCUSSION

The model we use for our analysis is built on two main
blocks according to the origin of the attack: virtualization
technologies or cloud provider. This is a reasonable approach as
virtualization technologies introduce new attack vectors that
must be considered in the standards creation process.
Additionally, the standards must consider the second class of
attacks stemming from the outsourcing of operations; these may
or may not stem from the addition of new technologies, but must
be considered nevertheless. Each level is subject to more than
one threat. In the model, we define the threats created by the
omission of controls and control domains in the three standards,
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Another omission leading to insider threats is that of Datacenter
Security - Unauthorized Persons Entry (DCS-08), missing in
C5. The standard fully mitigates the omission only by including
the additional requirements. The control requires monitoring of
service areas to prevent intruders from moving undetected
within datacenters and processing facilities. C5 includes
measures for access control, but isolation of service areas and
data storage is missing, thus causing a possible security flaw.

those controls (HRS-02, DCS-08) are mitigated by additional
requirements in the standard. However, the additional
requirements are not necessary to be C5 compliant and their
absence cannot be overlooked. The absence of BCR-10 is
particularly alarming, since it could lead to three different class
of threats: insider threats, misconfigurations and insufficient due
diligence. Last, SEF-04, only mitigated by the additional
requirements, can lead to improper breach management and
vulnerabilities in the virtualization stack.

In addition, Human Resources - Employment Termination
(HRS-04) is another control missing in C5. It requires a clear
definition of policies and procedures in case of termination or
change of function of the CSP’s employees. The omission might
generate insider threats if, for example, an adjustment in access
privileges does not follow a termination event or a change of
function. Without that countermeasure, the subject can obtain
unauthorized access to restricted information. The omission
could eventually lead to a misconfiguration if, for instance, the
employee does not transfer his or her knowledge to the person
succeeding in the role, thus creating an information gap.
However, that consideration only applies if documentation on
the configuration of the systems is not adequately maintained by
the CSP, and does not directly relate to the omission of HRS-04
among the security controls.

B. FedRAMP
The second standard in our analysis is FedRAMP, which
omits one individual control and an entire control domain
protecting against vulnerabilities at the cloud level, and one
control operating at the virtualization level.
The first control is Identity & Access Management - Trusted
Sources (IAM-08), which requires the adoption of the least
privilege rule to handle identity access information, and policies
and procedures granting that the rule is applied. FedRAMP does
not include this provision, and it could trigger vulnerabilities
allowing for account hijacking, or the presence of malicious
insiders [10]. Through the escalation of privileges, malicious
attackers could obtain access to information or functions for
which they are not authorized. We must notice that FedRAMP
does not include controls from the Program Management section
in NIST SP 800-53 (Appendix G), including potential
countermeasures such as the creation of an insider threat
handling team, that would reduce the impact of this
vulnerability. At the same time, the absence of policies and
procedures may result in easier misconfiguration of privilege
rules. Although there is not a data loss or disclosure directly
related to the misconfiguration, it still represents an exploitable
vulnerability.

Similar considerations apply to the omission of Business
Continuity Management & Operational Resilience – Policy
(BCR-10) in C5. The control requires the creation of clear
policies and procedures to guarantee appropriate IT governance
and adequate training supporting the implementation of those
policies. Although C5 includes the creation of governance
policies among its requirements, what is missing is the detailed
definition of roles, responsibilities, and training support, which
is only offered to the employees for generic security aspects. In
the same vein of HRS-04, the risks for this omission are insider
threats, but also misconfigurations and insufficient due
diligence. The difference between HRS-04 and BCR-10 is that
the former refers to transferred or terminated employees, the
latter refers to current employees. Misinformed employees, for
example, could delay or fail in adequately responding to
discovered vulnerabilities (insufficient due diligence), or be
unaware of their responsibilities in that they should apply
mandatory updates or changes to the system (misconfiguration).

In addition, we notice the absence of controls in the
Interoperability and Portability (IPY) domain from FedRAMP,
which could be a possible source for misconfiguration, as well
as generating improper breach management. In the event of a
security breach, vendor lock-in may impede the tenant or the
CSP to migrate their applications to different platforms, thus
leaving the security flaw poorly managed, or making harder to
patch existing applications due to proprietary software. The US
Government, however, gives directions to Federal Agencies on
the specific issue of interoperability and portability management
through NIST SP 500-293, thus reducing the impact of the
absence of this control domain from FedRAMP.

The last control missing in C5 could generate two different
threats: improper breach management, and vulnerabilities in the
virtualization stack. That control is Security Incident
Management, E-Discovery & Cloud Forensics - Incident
Response Legal Preparation (SEF-04). The absence of this
control mostly impacts the transparency between CSP and the
tenant and the possibility for the latter to take countermeasures
in the event of a security incident. The absence of this control
precludes the participation of the tenants in forensic procedures
and might affect proper response to security breaches. In case of
incident, failing to apply the required countermeasures leaves a
vulnerability open, and potentially exploitable. Active
participation of tenants in forensic procedures is precluded
among the basic requirements in C5, but is contemplated in the
additional requirements.

The omissions in FedRAMP could also facilitate “side
channel” attacks, which leverage the shared infrastructure to
target information belonging to co-hosted tenants
[26][30][38][39]. One control is missing in FedRAMP that
would be effective in prevention of that kind of attack. It is Data
Security & Information Lifecycle Management - Data
Inventory/Flows (DSI-02). Inferring information on the usage of
the CPU in co-scheduled systems, an attacker can determine the
nature of the information processed in the system by other
tenants. Detailed documentation is thus important to allow the
CSP to implement stronger security measures in high-risk
environments. The purpose of DSI-02 is to assure full
documentation of data flows in the system for the entire
information lifecycle. Full documentation on data flows can help

As result of our analysis on six controls missing in C5, four
omissions can affect the CSP creating insider threats. Two of
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the CSP to determine the usage of computing resources in the
system, their distribution and schedule, thus helping to prevent
side channel attacks.

cloud environments can easily let advanced persistent threats to
go undiscovered, as well as other vulnerabilities in the
virtualization stack that can cause perpetrators to target other
tenants through the CSP [33] as well as obtaining direct access
to data belonging to other tenants by escalating access privileges
[23]. The absence of IVS-05 could also result in
misconfigurations. If the results of the audit are misleading,
changes that would be deemed necessary using virtualization
aware tools could be ignored, and hence the correct
configuration of cloud services be altered.

In sum, the two controls missing in FedRAMP are relevant
in protecting against two different threats: insider threats, and
side channel attacks. The control domain missing in FedRAMP
(IPY) mitigates the effect of misconfigurations and improper
breach management. Its absence, however, is softened by federal
regulations that oversee characteristics of products and services
provided to the US Government in terms of interoperability and
portability.

Although not considered determinant on the issues included
among the T12, the absence of multiple controls from the
domain of Mobile Security (MOS) in FedRAMP and C5
deserves specific attention. The possibility of targeting a CSP
through its employees is directly connected to the ability of the
CSP to implement high protection for the devices in use by the
workforce, including mobile phones. Recent examples of attacks
exploiting mobile devices are the “Stagefright” exploit, using
MMS to infect other devices [17][31], or the exploitation of
vulnerabilities in Android [32][21] to gain access to restricted
network resources. Because Android is Linux based, then
vulnerabilities such as the recent “DirtyCOW” may mean that
exploited devices are on CSP premises [21]. FedRAMP and C5
show flaws in the determination of policies on admissibility and
usage of devices belonging to the employees, and it can be
source of vulnerabilities as a compromised device can be used
as a vector for attacks to the CSP, creating insider threats.

C. ISO/IEC 27001
ISO is the third standard, the last in number of controls
missing from the CCM. Insider threats, advanced persistent
threats, or side channel attacks are all threats deriving from the
omissions of two controls.
ISO does not include protection as required in Identity &
Access Management, Audit Tools Access (IAM-01). The control
prescribes restriction in the access to and segregation of audit
tools to prevent tampering of log data. The flaw can be exploited
by an attacker in the aftermath of a security incident, for
example, to remove or modify event logs, thus allowing the
event to go undetected. In addition, ISO does not include
security measures from the control in CCM named
Infrastructure & Virtualization Security, Network Architecture
(IVS-13). This control refers to the production of network
architecture diagrams helping to identify high risk
environments, and the implementation of defense-in-depth
techniques against network-based attacks. There are two risks
associated with the omission of that control. The absence of
security measures, such as re-scheduling of processes, aimed at
preventing co-hosted tenants from inferring information
processed in the system, could open a vulnerability exploitable
by side channel attacks. At the same time, the absence of IVS13 could lead to overlooked advanced persistent threats (APT).
A clear view of the CSP’s network architecture is necessary but
not sufficient if not supported by detailed analysis and the
application of countermeasures [5][37]. ISO includes
requirements for detailed documentation, but does not require
specific measures in protection of high-risk environments, thus
failing to cover the requirement in relation to side channel
attacks and APT.

The results of our analysis on controls and domains missing
in C5 and FedRAMP suggest that the absence of one control
could have consequences at a cloud level, causing
misconfigurations, and at a virtualization level, being source of
APT and vulnerabilities in the virtualization stack. The missing
domain, that of mobile security, could generate or facilitate
insider threats.
E. Additional Considerations on the Standards
C5 shows the highest number of omissions among the three
standards. Still, for the great majority of the missing controls the
consequences are insider threats, and the gaps are about
documentation, training, and workforce monitoring. Not only
are the omission in C5 treacherous by their own nature, but they
could concur in facilitating a security incident. For example, the
absence of proportional background checks to the workforce
(HRS-02) could create an authorization gap. That can be
amplified by the absence of segregation between environments,
some of which are potentially hosting sensitive information
(DCS-08). In addition, scarce security training on IT governance
(BCR-10) might result in unattended devices in restricted areas,
making them easily accessible to the intruder. Those factors
could all contribute to a successful and disruptive attack by a
malicious insider. In a different scenario, the absence of clear
policies on reassignment of employees to different roles (HRS04), and the absence of adequate training on responsibilities and
security in the workplace (BCR-10) may result in unawareness
and lack of preparation of the employees in case of a security
incident, thus making the CSP unable to provide a timely
response and minimize the consequences of the incident.

Of the two controls omitted in ISO, the absence of IAM-08
increases the chances of insider threats. The other missing
control, IVS-13, could be effective to protect the virtualization
level against ATP and side channel attacks.
D. Controls missing in two standards
Surprisingly, only one control relevant for the T12 is missing
across multiple standards. The provisions in Infrastructure &
Virtualization Security - Vulnerability Management (IVS-05)
are not fulfilled in FedRAMP and C5. The control requires the
security assessment service used by the CSP to accommodate
the virtualization technology in use. The absence of
virtualization awareness might cause vulnerabilities to go
unnoticed [10], since application requirements are different in
cloud environments, and the virtualization technology itself
needs to be audited. Insufficient attention in detecting threats in

FedRAMP shows similar weaknesses, especially if an attack
is driven through the CSP’s workforce. The absence of clear
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Future research could expand the research to other industry
and government standards, thus offering a more comprehensive
view on complementarity and adequacy of existing standards.
More attention could be given to controls not belonging to the
list of T12, thus expanding the gap analysis and the analysis on
the adequacy of the standards as a consequence. A more specific
analysis of threats stemming from the absence of controls in the
analyzed security frameworks could help gauge the attack
surface of each standard, suggesting further improvements and
integrations.

policies on mobile security, associated with loose controls on
insider threats, and the possibility of escalating privileges to
access confidential information, all create the ideal ground for
external attackers targeting the workforce, which represents the
weaker link of the security chain. Although FedRAMP
prescribes a baseline security training to CSP’s employees, the
existence of exploitable weaknesses having workers as the
object of the attack questions whether the current training is
sufficient to guarantee information security.
Last, although insider threats represent a vulnerability in ISO
for unsecure access to audit tools, the critical aspect does not
relate to prevention, but rather to the response in case of security
incidents. Scarce reactiveness to security events could represent
a problem in attacks at the virtualization level, such as APT or
side channel attacks. Although ISO requires complete
documentation on system architecture, data flows, policies, and
procedures, its response to incidents and defense techniques
needs to be clarified. The consequence of that defect is that, once
an attack results successful against an ISO certified CSP, the
threat agent can act undisturbed for prolonged periods of time.
V.
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